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Abstract: Potential seed size in many crops including major cereals is determined during early
seed developmental stages. However, the stage at which final seed size is determined in soybean
(Glycine max [L.] Merr.) under field conditions is not known. Hence, this study was conducted
with the main objective to assess seed growth dynamics under controlled and increased assimilate
supply conditions during different seed filling periods using two maturity group soybean cultivars.
Treatments consisted of a control, and a de-podding (pod removal) treatment at weekly intervals
after the beginning of the seed filling stage up until physiological maturity. Only four to six pods
were maintained per plant in de-podding treatments in order to provide a higher assimilate supply
to remaining seeds. A higher assimilate supply until around the mid-seed filling stage increased
unit seed weight in both the cultivars, indicating that the maximum seed size in soybean crops is
determined during the mid-seed filling stage. The increase in seed weight under higher assimilate
supply was associated with an extended seed filling duration and a uniform seed filling rate over a
longer period. The results also suggested a possible source limitation during the early seed filling
stage in soybean, indicating opportunities to improve its yield using supplemental inputs and other
improved crop cultivation practices.

Keywords: soybean; seed size; source–sink manipulations; seed composition

1. Introduction

The production of photoassimilates in a source (leaf) and their transport to the sink
(grain) is an important physiological process that largely determines crop yield. Limitations
at either the source or the sink during crop developmental stages can reduce productivity [1].
Hence, understanding source–sink dynamics is essential, in order to identify and address
such limitations and improve crop yields. Artificially increasing or decreasing source
and sink strength is a widely used technique in source–sink manipulation studies to aid
understanding of source and sink dynamics and identify any limitations in source or
sink related components. Such studies are useful for developing strategies to improve
yield-related components and subsequently crop yield. Manipulating assimilate supply for
developing seeds has been extensively used to understand source and sink dynamics in
several crops. Differences in assimilate supply (source) have been found to result in variable
responses with regard to seed size (sink), depending on the crop. Studies have reported no
improvement in final seed size in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and maize (Zea mays) with an
increase in the assimilate supply during seed filling [2,3]. A compilation of several source
and sink manipulation studies [2] documented very little to no improvement in seed size
with increased assimilate supply during seed filling in wheat and maize. Interestingly, there
was no seed size reduction in wheat, even with reduced assimilate supply. These results
indicate that the final seed size in wheat is highly conserved and that it is determined before
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the beginning of the seed filling stage. A study in maize [3] reported no increase in final
kernel weight, even when half of the kernels were removed. Rice (Oryza sativa) also has a
highly consistent seed size, and increasing seed size is not the primary focus of most rice
yield improvement programs [4,5]. The size of the ovary before anthesis playing a crucial
role in final seed size determination has been reported in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) [6].
This mechanism may explain, in part, the lack of response in cereal seed size under higher
assimilate supply. Hence, there is wide agreement among previous studies that maximum
seed size in most cereal crops is determined during the seed formation stage. As a result,
cereal crop yield cannot be increased significantly with higher assimilate supply during
seed growth, mainly due to limitations in sink strength.

In comparison to monocot cereals, there is limited information regarding the effect of
source–sink manipulation on seed weight, and consequently the window when the final
seed size is determined, in dicotyledonous plants such as soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.).
However, in contrast to cereals, most of the studies in dicots have found that increased
assimilate supply improves unit seed weight, such as in canola (Brassica napus L.) [7–9],
sesame (Sesamum indicum L.) [10], oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.) [11], sunflower
(Helianthus annuus L.) [12], pea (Pisum sativum L.) [13], French bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) [14],
mung bean (Phaseolus aureus Roxb.) [15], faba bean (Vicia faba L.) [16], and lupin (Lupinus
angustifolius L.) [13]. In soybean, numerous studies incorporating an increased assimilate
supply for developing seeds have reported significant increases in unit seed weight [17–30].
A study [2], after analyzing data from previous studies in soybean, reported a 46% average
increase in seed weight with higher assimilate supply during seed growth. These results indi-
cate that unlike cereals, final seed size in soybean may be determined at later developmental
stages, and is more dependent on assimilate supply during the seed filling phase. Studies
have reported large amounts of carbohydrate remobilization from the leaf, stem, and roots
to developing seeds during seed filling in soybean, indicating their photosynthesis rate
is not enough to meet the high carbohydrate demands during seed growth [31]. Results
from previous studies suggest potential source limitations in soybean under current normal
growing environments. Hence, there is an opportunity to improve soybean seed size if
we can avoid these limitations, such as via increased assimilate supply during seed filling.
However, it is not yet clearly understood exactly when the final seed size is determined
in soybean during the seed filling phase, and beyond that, not responds to an increased
assimilate supply.

In several other crops such as wheat [32] and corn [33], systematic experiments with
increased assimilate supply at different growth stages have identified the stage at which
yield-related components, such as seed number and weight, are determined. However,
similar studies manipulating source and sink during different seed filling stages have not
been conducted in soybean under actual field conditions. In all of the previous field studies
in soybean, source and sink were manipulated across the entire pod growth period. A recent
study in a greenhouse setting [34] employing increased assimilate supply during different
seed filling stages found that soybean seed size responds to an increase in assimilate supply
until the late seed filling phase. This result suggests that seed size in soybean is determined
during the late seed filling stage. However, similar information is not available for soybean
grown under field conditions. Therefore, this study was conducted to employ increased
assimilate supply at different seed filling stages under field growth conditions in order to
identify the stage at which final seed and pod size and related compositions are determined.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Crop Husbandry

Two experiments (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) were conducted at Kentucky State
University’s Harold R. Benson Research and Demonstration Farm, Frankfort, KY, USA
(38◦07′09′′ N and 84◦53′22′′ W). An early season maturity group 2 (MG2) soybean cultivar
(PB 2623) was planted in Experiment 1, and a full season maturity group 4 (MG4) soybean
cultivar (PB 423) was planted in Experiment 2. Both soybean cultivars were of a determinate
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growth habit. The MG2 cultivar in Experiment 1 was sown on 15 May 2023, and the MG4
cultivar in Experiment 2 was sown on 19 May 2023, both at a rate of 35 seeds m−2. Each
plot consisted of five rows, 38 cm (15 inches) apart and 7.3 m (24 feet) long. The soil was
tested before planting, and the recommended K fertilizer was provided with muriate of
potash applications.

2.2. Experimental Design and Treatments

Both the experiments were set up in a randomized complete block design with four
replications. Treatments consisted of control and de-podding treatments at weekly intervals
after the beginning of seed filling phase (R5), continuing until physiological maturity (R7).
The MG2 cultivar used in Experiment 1 developed mature pod color at the sixth week after
R5. Hence, Experiment 1 underwent one control and six de-podding treatments; the first
was applied at R5, and the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth were applied at one, two,
three, four, and five weeks post-R5, respectively. The MG4 cultivar used in Experiment 2
developed mature pod color in the seventh week after R5. Hence, Experiment 2 had one
control and seven de-podding treatments—the first at R5, and the second, third, fourth,
fifth, sixth, and seventh at one, two, three, four, five, and six weeks post-R5, respectively.
Two plants were selected and tagged for each treatment in each plot (a total of eight plants
per treatment). To facilitate the de-podding process, four to six pods in each plant at the R5
stage (pods having seeds with approximately 3 mm diameter) were marked with acrylic
paint in all tagged plants. At the time of de-podding, only one marked pod was left in each
node; the rest were removed to provide increased assimilate supply to developing seeds in
the remaining pod. In all de-podding treatments, newly emerged pods were removed after
the de-podding treatments started. De-podding treatments continued until marked pods
reached mature color, i.e., physiological maturity (R7 stage).

2.3. Observations
2.3.1. Temporal Seed Growth Dynamics under Control Conditions

At the time of each de-podding treatment, marked pods from two control plants in
each replication were harvested to monitor temporal seed growth and moisture to assess
seed development stage at the time of de-podding. Seeds were isolated from the pods and
fresh seed weight, shell weight, and seed numbers per pod were recorded. After that, seeds
were oven dried at 60 ◦C until constant weight was achieved, and dry seed weight and
shell weight were recorded. The seed moisture % was calculated using fresh and dry seed
weight data.

2.3.2. Final Seed Weight, Pod Weight, Seed Filling Duration and Rate

All of the marked pods across all of the treatments were harvested after reaching
harvest maturity (R8 stage) and final seed weight, pod weight, seed numbers per pod were
recorded. Days from R5 to R7 was recorded as the seed filling duration. Seed growth
rate was calculated following the equation: seed growth rate = final seed weight/seed
filling duration. Seed growth rate from the time of each de-podding to maturity was
calculated using the following equation: seed growth rate = seed weight gained from time
of de-podding to maturity/days from de-podding to maturity. The seed weight gained
from the time of de-podding to maturity was calculated as the difference between the final
seed weight at the given de-podding treatment and the seed weight under control at the
time of de-podding.

2.3.3. Seed Composition

Moisture, protein, and oil concentrations in the matured seeds were determined using
a DA 7250™ near infrared spectroscopy (NIRs) analyzer (Perkin Elmer, Hägersten, Sweden).
Due to the low number of seeds in each plant, seeds from two plants from each treatment in
a plot were combined together. Each sample was repacked and analyzed two times using a
small mirror cup, which is designed to analyze samples with few seeds.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed with an analysis of variance using the GLIMMIX procedure
(SAS Software Version 9.4, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). De-podding treatments were
considered a fixed effect, while replication and plant (nested within replication) were
considered as random effects. Means were separated using the least significant difference
when treatments and interactions were significant at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Climatic Conditions during Plant Growth

The average daily temperature between VE (crop emergence) and R1 (beginning of
flowering) was 19.1 ◦C and 21.3 ◦C in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively (Table 1). Similarly,
the average daily temperature between R1 and R5 was 23.3 ◦C in Experiment 1 and
22.5 ◦C in Experiment 2, and between R5 and R7 it was 23.7 ◦C in Experiment 1 and 21.8
◦C in Experiment 2 (Table 1). Total precipitation between VE and R1 was 180.3 mm in
Experiment 1 and 221.5 mm in Experiment 2; between R1 and R5 it was 172.5 mm in
Experiment 1, and 288.5 mm in Experiment 2; and between R5 and R7 it was 65.8 mm in
Experiment 1 and 58.2 mm in Experiment 2 (Table 1).

Table 1. Average daily temperature and total precipitation in each experiment during different crop
development stages. Data Source: Kentucky Mesonet- https://www.kymesonet.org (accessed on
17 March 2024).

Average Daily Temperature (◦C) Total Precipitation (mm)

* VE to R1 R1 to R5 R5 to R7 VE to R1 R1 to R5 R5 to R7

Experiment 1 19.1 23.3 23.7 180.3 172.5 65.8
Experiment 2 21.3 22.5 21.8 221.5 288.5 58.2

* VE—emergence; R1—beginning of flowering; R5—beginning of seed filling phase; R7—physiological maturity.

3.2. Seed Weight and Moisture Dynamics under Control

Temporal seed growth and moisture in both cultivars under the control conditions
is presented in Figure 1. At the R5 stage, i.e., the beginning of the de-podding treatment,
the MG2 and MG4 cultivars had a seed moisture percentage of 82% and 79%, respectively
(Figure 1B). Both cultivars attained less than 1% of their final seed weight (Figure 1A) at
the R5 stage. The MG2 cultivar attained 99% of its final weight in the fourth week after
R5, when the seed moisture percentage was 63% (Figure 1A,B). Similarly, the MG4 cultivar
attained 98% of its final weight in the fifth week after R5, when the moisture percentage
was 57% (Figure 1A,B). Both the cultivars continued to accumulate water until one week
before R7 (Figure 1B).
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3.3. Seed and Pod Weight

Unit seed and pod weight were significantly affected by de-podding treatments in
both experiments (Table 2).

Table 2. Summary of analysis of variance for the recorded traits in both experiments.

Traits
p-Value

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Unit seed weight (mg seed−1) 0.0031 <0.0001
Unit pod weight (mg pod−1) 0.0002 <0.0001

Seeds per pod NS * NS
Seed filling duration (days) <0.0001 <0.0001
Seed filling rate (mg day−1) 0.0001085 0.04278

Protein concentration (g kg−1) 0.0165 NS
Oil concentration (g kg−1) 0.0022 0.02003

* NS—non-significant (p-Value > 0.05)

The unit seed weight under control conditions was 135.75 mg seed−1 and 122.23 mg seed−1

in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. In the de-podding treatments, it ranged between
130 to 174 mg seed−1 in Experiment 1, and from 118 to 181.42 mg seed−1 in Experiment 2
(Figure 2). Unit seed weight increased significantly by 24–28% with de-podding up to
three weeks after R5 (Figure 2A) in Experiment 1, and by 33–48% with de-podding up to
four weeks after R5 in Experiment 2 (Figure 2B).
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The unit pod weight under control treatment was 478.5 mg pod−1 in Experiment 1,
and 427.07 mg pod−1 in Experiment 2. It ranged from 492 to 721 mg pod−1 in Experiment 1,
and from 441.65 to 659 mg pod−1 in Experiment 2 under the de-podding treatments. Unit
pod weight increased significantly by 37–51% with de-podding up to three weeks after R5 in
Experiment 1, and by 48–51% with de-podding up to three weeks after R5 in Experiment 2
(Figure 3). The number of seeds per pod was not significantly affected by de-podding
treatments in either experiment (Table 2).

3.4. Seed Filling Duration

Seed filling duration was significantly affected by de-podding treatments in both
experiments (Table 2). The seed filling duration under the control treatment was 33 days
in Experiment 1 and 55 days in Experiment 2. Under the de-podding treatments, seed
filling duration ranged from 33.25 to 39.5 days in Experiment 1, and from 36.75 to 46 days
in Experiment 2. Seed filling duration increased significantly with de-podding up to
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one week after R5 by 6.06–19.69% (2 to 7 days) in Experiment 1, and by 10.71–31.43%
(2 to 11 days) in Experiment 2 (Figure 4).
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3.5. Seed Growth Rate

Seed growth rate was significantly affected by de-podding treatments in both exper-
iments (Table 2). Seed growth rate started to decline three weeks after R5 under control
conditions in both experiments (Figure 5). However, under de-podding treatments, high
seed growth rate was maintained for an extended period (a few more weeks) (Figure 5). As
a result, seed growth rate from the time of de-podding until maturity was higher under
the de-podding treatments three weeks after R5 than in the control during the same period
in Experiment 1 (Figure 5A). Similarly, it was higher under de-podding treatments three
weeks after R5 than in the control during the same period in Experiment 2 (Figure 5B).

3.6. Seed Composition

Protein concentration was significantly affected by de-podding treatments in Ex-
periment 1, but not in Experiment 2 (Table 2). Protein concentration under the control
treatment was 383.38 g kg−1 and 399.98 g kg−1 in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. In
de-podding treatments, it ranged from 382.72 to 414.11 g kg−1 in Experiment 1, and from
401.63 to 401.75 g kg−1 in Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, protein concentration increased
significantly by 6–8% with de-podding up to four weeks after R5 (Figure 6A). Oil concen-
tration was significantly affected by de-podding treatments in both experiments (Table 2).
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Oil concentration ranged from 196.54 to 231.15 g kg−1 across all treatments in Experiment 1.
In Experiment 1, oil concentration was 230.16 g kg−1 under the control treatment. In
Experiment 2, oil concentration was 217.35 g kg−1 under the control treatment, and
from 210.46 to 231.7 g kg−1 in the de-podding treatments. Oil concentration decreased
significantly by 10–14% with de-podding up to three weeks after R5 in Experiment 1
and by 3–4% with de-podding up to one week after R5 in Experiment 2 (Figure 6B).
However, oil content (in mg of oil per seed) was not affected due to larger seeds in
de-podding treatments (Figure 2). Both protein and oil content were significantly
higher in de-podding treatments up to four weeks after R5 in both the experiments
(Figure 6C,D). The relationship between the % change in seed weight and % change in
protein and oil content indicates that seeds accumulated protein at a relatively greater
rate compared to that of total seed weight and oil (Figure 7).
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210.46 to 231.7 g kg−1 in the de-podding treatments. Oil concentration decreased signifi-
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4% with de-podding up to one week after R5 in Experiment 2 (Figure 6B). However, oil 
content (in mg of oil per seed) was not affected due to larger seeds in de-podding treat-
ments (Figure 2). Both protein and oil content were significantly higher in de-podding 
treatments up to four weeks after R5 in both the experiments (Figures 6C,D). The relation-
ship between the % change in seed weight and % change in protein and oil content indi-
cates that seeds accumulated protein at a relatively greater rate compared to that of total 
seed weight and oil (Figure 7). 
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and oil content.

4. Discussion
4.1. Source Limitation in Soybean and Its Implication

Several source–sink manipulations in soybean have been conducted to test the effect
of increased assimilate supply during pod development and seed growth on unit seed
weight. The results of our study are in line with most previous studies, where increased
assimilate supply increased unit seed weight [17–30]. The results of our study provide
additional evidence supporting the presence of potential source limitations in soybean
under normal growing conditions. In contrast, some previous studies [17,19,35] have also
reported no significant improvement in soybean seed size even with increased assimilate
supply. However, source or sink size manipulation was relatively less in those studies,
which suggest that large source–sink manipulation is necessary to minimize any source
limitations in soybean. A higher assimilate supply during the entire seed filling period may
not be viable, hence previous studies have doubted the effectiveness of this technique in
improving soybean productivity under field conditions [21]. However, all of the previous
field studies have tested increased assimilate supplies across the entire seed filling stage.
None of them have attempted to test increased assimilate supply only during specific
periods of the seed filling stage. In this study, we tested increased assimilate supply during
different stages of seed filling. We found that increased assimilate supply until three to
four weeks after R5 could improve unit seed weight by 24–28%. These results suggest
possible source limitations during the early seed filling stage, indicating opportunities to
improve seed size and soybean productivity if we can avoid these limitations. Providing
supplemental inputs with improved crop cultivation practices or developing soybeans
with higher source strength could be some of the ways to close the gap between actual and
potential seed size in soybean and optimize soybean productivity.

4.2. Soybean Respond to Increases in Assimilate Supply until Mid-Seed Filling Stage under
Field Conditions

Seed size in both the cultivars used in the study responded to an increase in assimilate
supply until around the mid-seed filling stage, i.e., three to four weeks after the beginning
of the seed filling stage, or three weeks before physiological maturity. The results suggest
that maximum seed size in soybean is determined around the mid-seed filling stage, as
seed size no longer responded to an increase in assimilate supply after that. There are no
previous field studies that can be used for comparison. However, the result from this study
is different from a recent study conducted in a greenhouse setting, which found soybean
seed size responded to increased assimilate supply until one week before physiological
maturity. It is interesting to note that the short season cultivar used in that study matured
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within five weeks after R5. Hence, the seed size responded to an increase in assimilate
supply up to four weeks after R5, similar to the response in this field study.

It is well known that cereal seeds accumulate maximum water content very early in the
seed filling stage. A study [2] after compiling data from previous studies reported wheat
and maize contained maximum water content when the seed reached 35% of its final dry
weight. As a result, maximum seed volume in cereals is determined at a very early stage of
seed growth. In contrast, the study reported that soybean seeds accumulated maximum
water when they reached 80% of their final dry weight. Another study found that soybean
continued to accumulate water until the seed reached 90% of its final weight [36]. The
beginning of water content loss indicates the end of seed growth [36]. The ability of soybean
to continue to accumulate water allows cell growth and dry matter accumulation until the
late seed filling stage [21,37]. As a result, soybean crops have an extended period in the
seed filling stage to modify their seed size in response to increased assimilate supply. The
results of this study also showed that soybean continued to accumulate water until 1 week
before R7 (Figure 4). Hence, it was not surprising to see the effect of increased assimilate
supply on unit seed weight until the mid-seed filling stage in this study.

The results of our study are in agreement with findings from previous studies that
have indicated that the linear phase of seed filling starts when the seed moisture percentage
is around 85% [38,39]. It is well known that soybean seeds, at the time of physiological
maturity, contain around 60% moisture [36,39–41]. Since moisture percentage at physio-
logical maturity is highly conserved in soybean, it is used as a reliable indicator to assess
physiological maturity in soybean. However, we did not record seed moisture percentage
at physiological maturity in this study. Seeds under control conditions attained around
97% of their final weight at the time of last de-podding treatment (four to five weeks after
the beginning of linear seed filling phase). The seed moisture percentage was 63% and 57%
in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, at the time of the last de-podding treatment (Figure 1B).
The results indicate that the seeds might have reached physiological maturity when the
seed moisture percentage was around 60%. We did not monitor seed moisture percent-
age in de-podding treatments in this study. However, a previous study [39] reported no
changes in seed moisture percentage at physiological maturity in response to de-podding;
thus, there might not have been any difference in seed moisture percentage at the time of
physiological maturity between the control and de-podding treatments.

4.3. Increased Seed Filling Duration and Uniform Seed Filling Rate over Extended Period
Associated with Higher Seed Weight under Increased Assimilate Supply

Seed filling duration and seed growth rate are two important parameters which
cumulatively determine final seed weight. Previous studies have reported higher seed
size with increased assimilate supply in soybean related to either increased seed filling
duration [25,26], higher seed growth rate [19,35,42], or both [21,24]. We found that increased
assimilate supply extended seed filling duration (2 to 7 days or 2 to 11 days, depending on
cultivar). Similarly, high seed growth rate was maintained over an extended period under
increased assimilate supply when compared to the control treatment (Figure 5).

Seed filling duration depends on the ability of plant to keep up with high carbohydrate
and N demands during seed filling. When the photosynthesis rate is not enough to
meet the demand, rapid remobilization of carbohydrate and N from the stem, leaves,
and root reserve begins, which initiates seed maturation phase and reduces seed filling
duration [25,31]. Under the control conditions in this study, the seed filling rate started to
decline rapidly two to three weeks after the beginning of the seed filling phase (Figure 4),
which indicates that the leaf photosynthesis rate was insufficient to meet carbohydrate
demand. Hence, plants might have started to remobilize assimilate reserves and gradually
progress towards maturity. On the other hand, the assimilate supply in the de-podding
treatments was enough to meet the demand over an extended seed filling period. Hence,
seeds continued to accumulate dry matter at similar rates, which delayed the maturation
phase and consequently extended the seed filling duration. Previous studies have reported
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higher sugar in stems and leaves under de-podding treatments, and lower sugar under
defoliation treatments, than in control groups [17,19,42]. Similar to reports from a previous
study [25], some of the leaves in this study under de-podding treatments were green and
photosynthetically active until physiological maturity, which indicated little to no leaf
assimilate reserves remobilizations under de-podding treatments.

4.4. Protein Respond More Favorably under Increased Assimilate Supply Than Other Seed
Constituents

The effects of increased assimilate supply on alterations in seed composition have
been documented in several studies. De-podding treatments in this study either increased
protein concentration, decreased oil concentration, or had no significant effect. Similar
results with de-podding resulting in higher protein concentration [17,20,29,42], lower oil
concentration [17,20], or having no effect on protein [18,23] and oil [42] have been reported
in several previous studies.

The results of this study showed that protein responded more favorably than carbo-
hydrate and oil components in response to increased assimilate supply (Figure 7). Similar
results have been reported in a previous study [43], where proteins accumulated at a higher
rate than oils and carbohydrates in response to de-podding. A meta-analysis study [29]
reported a 60% average increase in seed protein content with unlimited N supply under
in vitro culture, demonstrating that proteins are much more responsive to increased as-
similate supply than other components. The seed protein concentration in soybean crops
within the United States has decreased gradually over the years. As a result, seed protein
concentration in modern soybean cultivars is lower relative to ancestral varieties, which
has become a major concern for the U.S. soybean industry [44–47]. Since a higher assimilate
supply during the seed filling period has been found to increase protein at a higher rate, it
could also be used as a method to improve seed protein concentration in soybean.

5. Conclusions

We found that a higher assimilate supply until around the mid-seed filling stage
increased unit seed size in soybean. The results were consistent in both the cultivars
used in the study, indicating maximum seed size in soybean is determined during its
mid-seed filling stage. Increased assimilate supply extended the seed filling duration, and
a uniform seed filling rate was maintained over a longer period, which resulted in higher
seed weight under de-podding treatments. Overall, protein responded more favorably
than carbohydrate and oil components in response to increased assimilate supply. The
results from the study also suggest potential source limitations during the first half of the
seed filling phase in soybean under current normal growing conditions. Hence, providing
supplemental inputs with improved crop cultivation practices or developing soybean with
higher source strength could help improve soybean productivity by minimizing the gap
between actual and potential seed size. Similar studies with other soybean cultivars in
different agroclimatic regions would provide more insight into soybean seed growth and
composition dynamics under diverse genetic and environmental conditions.
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